Flight-initiating interneurons in the locust.
We have used intracellular recording and staining techniques to investigate the cellular mechanisms for the initiation and maintenance of flight in the locust, Locusta migratoria. In particular, we examined the properties of a small group of interneurons in the mesothoracic ganglion. We refer to these interneurons as 404 neurons. Their structure has been described, in a closely related species, by Watson and Burrows (21). Using a preparation in which intracellular recordings could be made from the main neurite of a 404 neuron during the generation of flight activity, we observed that the 404 neurons discharged tonically throughout flight episodes elicited by a constant wind stimulus on the head and by a sudden dimming of the lights. Their discharge rate was linearly related to the frequency of the flight activity. Depolarization of individual 404 neurons often initiated flight activity in quiescent preparations, and the application of hyperpolarizing currents during a flight episode either slowed or stopped flight activity. Hyperpolarizing currents also prevented the initiation of flight activity in some preparations. Individual 404 neurons were not always necessary for the generation of flight activity, since flight activity sometimes persisted when all spiking in a 404 neuron was prevented by the application of a hyperpolarizing current. We conclude that the 404 neurons function to initiate and maintain flight activity in response to wind stimulation of the head, but we have not yet established that they are the only thoracic neurons with this function. The 404 neurons discharged with a high-frequency burst at the time of triggering of a kick. Since the motor program for a jump is similar to that for a kick, the 404 neurons may also be involved in linking the initiation of flight activity to the jump. None of our data indicate that the 404 neurons receive input from the central rhythm generator. Thus the neuronal circuitry for flight appears to be hierarchically organized with at least one distinct neuronal system providing a tonic drive to initiate and maintain activity in the system that patterns activity in flight motoneurons.